New Hierarchic Theory of Condensed Matter and its Computerized Verification on Examples of Water & Ice

Basic notions and definitions of Hierarchic theory of matter
A quantum based new hierarchic quantitative theory, general for solids and liquids, has been developed. 1!3 It is assumed, that anharmonic oscillations of particles in any condensed matter lead to emergence of three-dimensional (3D) superposition of standing de Broglie waves of molecules, electromagnetic and acoustic waves. Consequently, any condensed matter could be considered as a 'gas' of 3D standing waves of corresponding nature. Our approach unifies and develops strongly the Einstein's and Debye's models and can be reduced to those after strong simplifications.
Collective excitations, like 3D standing de Broglie waves of molecules were analyzed, as a background of hierarchic model of condensed matter.
The most probable de Broglie wave (wave B) length is determined by the ratio of Plank constant to the most probable momentum of molecules, or by ratio of its most probable phase velocity to frequency. The waves B of molecules are related to their translations (tr) and librations (lb).
As the quantum dynamics of condensed matter is anharmonic and does not follow the classical Maxwell -Boltzman distribution, the real most probable de Broglie wave length can exceed the classical thermal de Broglie wave length and the distance between centers of molecules many times. This makes possible the atomic and molecular mesoscopic Bose condensation (mBC) 
in solids and liquids at temperatures, below boiling point. It is one of the most important results of new theory, confirmed by computer simulations on examples of water and ice.
Four strongly interrelated new types of quasiparticles (collective excitations) were introduced in our hierarchic model:
1. Primary effectons (tr and lb), existing in "acoustic" (a) and "optic" (b) states represent the coherent clusters with resulting external momentum, equal to zero. Secondary effectons are the result of averaging of all effectons with nonzero external momentum, using Bose-Einstein distribution;
2. Convertons, corresponding to interconversions between tr and lb types of the effectons (flickering clusters);
3. Primary and secondary transitons are the intermediate !a ! b" transition states of the tr and lb primary and secondary effectons;
4. Primary and secondary deformons represent 3D superposition of IR electromagnetic and acoustic waves, correspondingly, activated by primary and secondary transitons and convertons.
Primary effectons (tr and lb) are formed by 3D superposition of the most probable standing de Broglie waves of the oscillating ions, atoms or molecules. The volume of effectons (tr and lb) may contain from less than one, to tens and even thousands of molecules. The first condition means validity of classical approximation in description of the subsystems of the effectons. The second one points to quantum properties of coherent clusters due to mesoscopic Bose condensation (mBC), in contrast to macroscopic BC, pertinent for superfluidity and superconductivity.
The liquids are semiclassical systems because their primary (tr) effectons contain less than one molecule and primary (lb) effectons -more than one molecule. The solids are quantum systems totally because both kind of their primary effectons (tr and lb) are mesoscopic molecular Bose condensates. These consequences of our theory are confirmed by computer calculations.
The 1st order !gas " liquid" transition is accompanied by strong degeneration of rotational (librational) degrees of freedom due to emergence of primary (lb) effectons (mBC) and !liquid " solid" transition -by degeneration of translational degrees of freedom due to Bose-condensation of primary (tr) effectons.
In the general case the effecton can be approximated by parallelepiped with edges determined by de Broglie waves length in three selected directions (1, 2, 3) , related to symmetry of molecular dynamics. In the case of isotropic molecular motion the effectons' shape is approximated by cube. The edge-length of primary effectons (tr and lb) is considered as the "parameter of order" in our theory of phase transitions.
The in-phase oscillations of molecules in the effectons correspond to the effecton's (a) -acoustic state and the counterphase oscillations correspond to their (b) -optic state. States (a) and (b) of the effectons differ in potential energy only, however, their kinetic energies, momentums and spatial dimensions -are the same. The b-state of the effectons has a common feature with Frölich's polar mode. The #a " b$ or #b " a$ transition states of the primary effectons (tr and lb), defined as primary transitons, are accompanied by a change in molecule polarizability and dipole moment without density fluctuation. At this case these transitions lead to absorption or radiation of IR photons, respectively. Superposition (interception) of three internal standing IR photons of different directions (1, 2, 3) , normal to each other -forms primary electromagnetic deformons (tr and lb).
On the other hand, the [lb ! tr] convertons and secondary transitons are accompanied by the density fluctuations, leading to absorption or radiation of phonons. Superposition of three standing phonons, propagating in three directions (1, 2, 3) , normal to each other, forms secondary acoustic deformons (tr and lb).
Correlated collective excitations of primary and secondary effectons and deformons (tr and lb), localized in the volume of primary tr and lb electromagnetic deformons, lead to origination of macroeffectons, macrotransitons and macrodeformons (tr and lb respectively).
Macroconvertons are the result of simultaneous transitions [a lb ! a tr " and [b lb ! b tr " between the acoustic (a) and optic (b) modes of librational and translational effectons, accompanied by disassembly ! assembly of coherent water clusters. This process is close to notion of 'flickering' clusters.
Correlated simultaneous excitations of tr and lb macroeffectons in the volume of superimposed tr and lb electromagnetic deformons lead to origination of supereffectons.
In turn, the simultaneous excitation of both: tr and lb macrodeformons and macroconvertons in the same volume means origination of superdeformons. Superdeformons are the biggest (cavitational) fluctuations, leading to microbubbles in liquids and to local defects in solids.
Total number of quasiparticles of condensed matter equal to 4!#24, reflects all of possible combinations of the four basic ones [1] [2] [3] [4] , introduced above (Table 1 ). This set of collective excitations in the form of 3D standing waves of three types: thermal de Broglie waves, acoustic and electromagnetic ones -is proved to be able to explain virtually all the properties of all condensed matter. Table 1 . Schematic representation of the 18 types of quasiparticles of condensed matter as a hierarchical dynamic system, based on the effectons, transitons and deformons. Total number of quasiparticles, introduced in Hierarchic concept is 24. Six collective excitations, related to convertons-interconversions between primary librational and translational effectons and their derivatives are not represented here for the end of simplicity.
The important positive feature of our hierarchic model of matter is that it does not need the semi-empirical intermolecular potentials for calculations, which are unavoidable in existing theories of many body systems. The potential energy of intermolecular interaction is involved indirectly in dimensions and stability of quasiparticles, introduced in our model.
The main formulae of theory are the same for liquids and solids and include following experimental parameters, which take into account their different properties: !1"-Positions of (tr) and (lb) bands in oscillatory spectra; !2"-Sound velocity; !3"-Density; !4"-Refraction index.
The knowledge of these four basic parameters at the same temperature and pressure makes it possible using our computer program, to evaluate more than 300 important characteristics of any condensed matter. Among them are such as: total internal energy, kinetic and potential energies, heat-capacity and thermal conductivity, surface tension, vapor pressure, viscosity, coefficient of self-diffusion, osmotic pressure, solvent activity, etc. Most of calculated parameters are hidden, i.e. inaccessible to direct experimental measurement. This is the first theory able to predict all known experimental temperature anomalies for water and ice. The conformity between theory and experiment is good even without adjustable parameters. The hierarchic concept creates a bridge between micro-and macro-phenomena, dynamics and thermodynamics, liquids and solids in terms of quantum physics.
Total Internal Energy of Condensed Matter
The final formula for the total internal energy of #U tot $ of one mole of matter, leading from Hierarchic theory, considering condensed matter as a system of 3D standing waves is (see http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0102086):
The meaning of the variables in formulae (1), necessary for the internal energy calculations, are presented in our paper . Total potential energy of one mole of condensed matter is defined by the difference between corresponding total internal energy and total kinetic energy: V tot # U tot ! T tot . It is important to stress, that the same equations are valid for liquids and solids in our theory. A lot of characteristics of condensed matter, composed from 24 quasiparticles -about 300, may be calculated, using hierarchic theory and CAMP computer program [copyright 1997, Kaivarainen] . For this end we need four basic input experimental parameters at the same temperature and pressure: 1) positions of translational and librational bands in middle/far IR spectrum of condensed matter; 2) sound velocity; 3) density or molar volume; 4) refraction index.
Quantitative verification of Hierarchic theory
on examples of ice and water
The coincidence of theoretical and experimental data for ice structure stability
Our hierarchic theory makes it possible to calculate unprecedented big amount of parameters for liquids and solids. Part of them, accessible experimentally and taken from literature, are in good correspondence with CAMP -computer simulations.
For example, the calculated minimum of partition function for ice (Z) (Fig. 1a) corresponds to temperature of about -170 0 C. For the other hand, the interval from -198 to -173 0 C is known, indeed, as T-anomalies one due to the fact that the heat equilibrium of ice establishes very slowly in this range (Maeno, 1988) . This fact is a consequence of the less probable ice structure (minimum value of partition function Z) near !170 0 C. 
For water within the whole range &T # 100 0 C, the theoretical change in the internal energy is: &U # 17 ! 9. 7 # 7. 3kJ/M #Fig. 2b). This corresponds to mean value of heat capacity of water:
These results of calculation agree well with the experimental mean values C p # 18 Cal/M K for water and C p # 9cal/M K for ice. 
New State Equation for Condensed Matter
It was Van der Waals who choosed the first way more than a hundred years ago and derived the equation:
where the attraction forces are accounted for by the amending term #a/V 2 $, while the repulsion forces and the effects of the excluded volume accounted for the term (b). Equation (1.4) correctly describes changes in P,V and T related to liquid-gas transitions on the qualitative level. However, the quantitative analysis of (1.4) is approximate and needs the fitting parameters. The parameters (a) and (b) are not constant for the given substance and depend on temperature. Hence, the Van der Waals equation is only some approximation describing the state of a real gas.
Using our equation for the total internal energy of condensed matter #U tot $, we can present state equation in a more general form than (1.4) . For this end we introduce the notions of internal pressure #P in $, including all type of interactions between particles of matter and excluded molar volume #V exc $:
where " # is the acting polarizability of molecules in condensed matter; N 0 is Avogadro number, and V 0 is molar volume.
The new general state equation can be expressed as:
where:
T kin is the effective internal energy and:
is the reciprocal value of the total structural factor; P tot # P ext $ P in is total pressure, P ext and P in are external and internal pressures; V fr # V 0 ! V exc # V 0 /n 2 #see eq.1.5) is a free molar volume; U tot # V $ T kin is the total internal energy, V and T kin are total potential and kinetic energies of one mole of matter.
For the limit case of ideal gas, when P in # 0; V exc # 0; and the potential energy V # 0, we get from (1.6) the Clapeyrone -Mendeleyev equation:
One can use equation of state (1.6) for estimation of sum of all types of internal matter interactions, which determines the internal pressure P in :
where: the molar free volume: V fr # V 0 ! V exc # V 0 /n 2 ; and the effective total energy: U ef # U tot 2 /T kin # U tot /S; where S # T kin /U tot is a total structural factor.
Coincidence between calculated and experimental vapor pressure for ice and water
There was not earlier the satisfactory quantitative theory for vapor pressure calculation. Such a theory has been derived, using our notion of collective excitations: superdeformons, representing the biggest thermal fluctuations. 2, 3 The basic idea is that the external equilibrium vapor pressure is related to internal one #P in S $ with coefficient determined by the probability of cavitational fluctuations (superdeformons) in the surface layer of liquids or solids.
In other words due to excitation of superdeformons with probability #P D S $, the internal pressure #P in S $ in surface layers, determined by the total contributions of all intramolecular interactions turns to external one -vapor pressure #P V $. It is something like a compressed spring energy realization due to trigger switching off.
For taking into account the difference between the surface and bulk internal pressure #P in $ we introduce the semi-empirical surface pressure factor #q S $ as:
where: P in corresponds to eq.(1.8); S # T kin /U tot is a total structure factor. Multiplying (1.9) to probability of superdeformons excitation we obtain for vapor pressure, resulting from evaporation or sublimation, the following formulae:
is a probability of superdeformons excitation (see eqs. 3.37, 3.32 and 3.33 from 3 ). The pressure surface factor (q S ) could be presented as:
Theoretical calculated temperature dependences of vapor pressure, described by (1.10) coincide very well with experimental ones for water at q liq S # 3. 1 and for ice at q sol S # 18 #Fig.
1.3).
The almost five-times difference between q sol S and q liq S means that the surface properties of ice differ from bulk ones much more than for liquid water. 1.3.5. Coincidence between calculated and experimental surface tension The resulting surface tension is introduced in our mesoscopic model as a sum:
where: # tr and # lb are translational and librational contributions to surface tension. Each of these components can be expressed using our mesoscopic state equation (1.6), taking into account the difference between surface and bulk total energies #q S $, introduced in previous section:
where #V ef $ tr,lb are volumes of primary tr and lib effectons, related to their concentration #n ef $ tr,lb as:
is an effective radius of the primary translational and librational effectons, localized on the surface of condensed matter; q S is the surface factor, equal to that used in vapor pressure calculations; !Ptot # P in $ P ext " is a total pressure; #P ef $ tr,lb is a total probability of primary effecton excitations in the (a) and (b) states:
#P t $ tr and #P t $ lb in (13) are the probabilities of corresponding transiton excitation; P con # P ac $ P bc is the sum of probabilities of !a" and !b" convertons; P cMt # P ac P bc is a probability of Macroconvertons excitation.
The eq. (1.13) contains the ratio:
$ tr,lb # l tr,lb 1.14 where: l tr # #1/n ef $ tr 1/3 and l lb # #1/n ef $ lib 1/3 are the length of the ribs of the primary translational and librational effectons, approximated by cube.
The resulting surface tension can be presented as:
The results of computer calculations of # (eq. 1.15) for water and experimental data are presented at Fig.1.4 . It is obvious, that the correspondence between theory and experiment is very good, confirming in such a way the correctness of our model and Hierarchic concept in general.
Coincidence between calculated and experimental thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity may be related to phonons, photons, free electrons, holes and [electron-hole] pairs movement. We will discuss here only the main type of thermal conductivity in condensed matter, related to phonons.
Hierarchic theory introduce two contributions to thermal conductivity: related to phonons, radiated by secondary effectons and forming secondary translational and librational deformons ($ sd ) tr,lb and to phonons, radiated by a and b convertons !tr/lb", forming the convertons-induced deformons #$ cd $ ac.bc :
where: free runs of secondary phonons (tr and lb) are represented as:
and free runs of convertons-induced phonons:
The heat capacity: C V # %U tot /%T can be calculated also from our theory. 
Coincidence between calculated and experimental viscosity for liquids and solids
The viscosity is determined by the energy dissipation as a result of medium (liquid or solid) structure deformation. Viscosity, corresponding to the shift deformation, is named shear viscosity. So-called bulk viscosity is related to deformation of volume parameters and corresponding dissipation. These types of viscosity have not the same values.
The new hierarchic theory of viscosity has been developed. The dissipation processes, related to (A ! B$ tr.lb cycles of translational and librational macroeffectons and (a,b)-convertons excitations were analyzed.
In contrast to liquid state, the viscosity of solids is determined by the biggest fluctuations: supereffectons and superdeformons, resulting from simultaneous excitations of translational and librational macroeffectons and macrodeformons in the same volume.
The resulting theoretical viscosity ( Fig. 1.6 ) was calculated as a sum of the averaged contributions of macrodeformons and convertons: Like in the cases of thermal conductivity, viscosity and vapor pressure, the results of theoretical calculations of self-diffusion coefficient coincide well with experimental data for water in temperature interval #0 ! 100 0 C$. 3 The coefficient of self-diffusion in solids also may be evaluated using the CAMP computer program.
The important conclusion, leading from the examples presented above, is that as far the final results of calculations are in a good accordance with experiment, it means that a lot of intermediate parameters, hidden from direct experiment, characterizing the spatial and dynamic properties of number of collective excitations of condensed matter -also correctly describe the matter properties.
New Optoacoustic Device, Based on Hierarchic Theory: Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter Properties (CAMP)
The set of formulae obtained in our theory allows to calculate about 300 physical parameters of any condensed matter (liquid or solid). Most of them are hidden, i.e. inaccessible for direct experimental measurements.
Simulations evaluation of these parameters can be done using our computer program: CAMP (copyright 1997, Kaivarainen) and the following experimental methods:
1. Far-middle FT-IR or FT-Raman spectroscopy for determination the positions of translational or librational bands: (50-2500) cm !1 ; 2. Sound velocimetry; 3. Densitometry; 4. Refractometry.
Corresponding data may be obtained at the same temperature and pressure from the same sample (liquid or solid), located in more than one cell and from the same cell for study of nonequilibrium dynamics or kinetic processes.
This leads to idea of new optoacoustic device: Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter Properties (CAMP), which may provide a huge amount of data of any condensed system under study.
The most complicated and expensive component of CAMP is FT-IR or FT-Raman or Brillouin spectrometer for registration of spectra in far and middle IR region. The most sensitive parameter is sound velocity. Table 2) includes special attachment to FT-IR spectrometer (Harrick Scientific Co.), making it possible registration of reflection spectra in far/middle IR region and the refraction index dispersion. Such approach allows to study the properties of samples with strong IR absorption (i.e. aqueous systems) and non transparent mediums. For the other hand, the equipment, provided by Anton-Paar Co., makes it possible a simultaneous measurement of sound velocity and density. The unified system of modified FT-IR and/or Raman spectrometer, densitometer, sound velocimeter, refractometer, measuring the same sample at similar conditions is necessary to assembly. Simulation of corresponding parameters, using the interface of such system with personal computer will provide CAMP function.
One of possible CAMP configuration (
The another configuration of CAMP may include the FT-Brillouin light scattering spectrometer, based on Fabry-Perrot interferometer. It makes possible simultaneous measurement of hypersound velocity (from the Doppler shift of side bands of Brillouin spectra) and positions of intermolecular bands [tr and lb] from the Stokes/antiStokes satellite components on the central peak of Brillouin spectra. This means combination of possibilities of Raman spectroscopy and sound velocimetry.
CAMP may allow monitoring of perturbation of very different physical properties of condensed matter under the influence of solute molecules in dilute solutions and external electromagnetic or acoustic fields. 7 Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter Properties (CAMP) represents a basically new type of scientific equipment, allowing to get incomparable big amount of information concerning physics of liquids or solids. It can be very useful for investigation of dynamics and mesoscopic structure of pure matter as well as solid and liquid solutions, the colloid systems and host-guest systems.
The 
Water as a Regulating Factor of Biopolymers Properties and Evolution
The dynamic model of proteins 5 leads to the following classification of dynamics in the native globular proteins (see also http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0003093). The librational mobility of domains and subunits is revealed by the fact that the experimental value of ' M is less than the theoretical one (' M t ) calculated on the Stokes-Einstein formula:
This formula is based on the assumption that the whole protein can be approximated by a rigid sphere. It means, that the large-scale dynamics can be characterized by the "flexibility factor", in the absence of aggregation equal to ratio:
LS -librations of domains are accompanied by "flickering" of water cluster in the open cavity between domains or subunits. The process of water cluster "flickering", i.e. [disassembly ! assembly" is close to the reversible first-order phase transition, when:
Such type of transitions in water-macromolecular systems could be responsible for so called "enthalpy-entropy compensation effects".
Role of water in dynamics of proteins
The "flickering clusters" means excitation of [lb/tr" conversions between librational and translational primary water effectons, accompanied by [association/dissociation] of coherent water.
The water cluster (primary lb effecton) association and dissociation in protein cavities in terms of mesoscopic model represent the #ac$ -convertons or #bc$ -convertons. These excitations stimulate the LS-librations of domains in composition of B-conformer. The frequencies of (ac) and (bc) convertons, has the order of about 10 For the other hand, the Macroconvertons, representing simultaneous excitation of #ac $ bc$ convertons, are responsible for !B ! A" large-scale pulsations of proteins. The frequency of macroconvertons excitation is about 5%10 6 s !1 at physiological temperatures ( Fig.2.2c ). At the temperature interval (0-100 C o ) the frequencies of translational and librational macrodeformons (tr and lb) are in the interval of (1. According to our model of specific complexes formation the following order of events is assumed (Fig. 2.3 4. If the protein is oligomeric with few AS, then the above events cause changes in the geometry of the central cavity between subunits in the open state leading to the destabilization of the large central water cluster and the shift of the A ! B, corresponding to R ! T equilibrium of quaternary structure leftward. Water is partially forced out from central cavity.
Due to the feedback mechanism this shift can influence the !a ) b" equilibrium of the remaining free AS and promotes its reaction with the next ligand. Every new ligand stimulates this process, promoting the positive cooperativity. The negative cooperativity also could be resulted from the interaction between central cavity and active sites;
5. The terminal !protein ! ligand" complex is formed as a consequence of the relaxation process, representing deformation of domains and subunits tertiary structure. This stage could be much slower than the initial ones [1] [2] [3] . As a result of it, the stability of the complex grows up.
Dissociation of specific complex is a set of reverse processes to that described above which starts from the !a # " b" fluctuation of the AS cavity. In multidomain proteins like antibodies, which consist of 12 domains, and in oligomeric proteins, the cooperative properties of H 2 O clusters in the cavities can determine the mechanism of signal transmission from AS to the remote effector regions and allosteric protein properties.
The stability of a librational water effecton as coherent cluster strongly depends on its sizes and geometry. This means that very small deformations of protein cavity, which violate the [cavity-cluster] complementary condition, induce a cooperative shift of !A ) B" equilibrium leftward. The clusterphilic interaction, introduced earlier 5, 6 turns to hydrophobic one due to !lb/tr" conversion.
This process can be developed step by step. For example, the reorientation of variable domains, which form the antibodies active site (AS) after reaction with the antigen determinant or hapten deforms the next cavity between pairs of variable and constant domains forming F ab subunits ( Fig.2.3 ). The leftward shift of !A ) B" equilibrium of this cavity, in turn, changes the geometry of the big central cavity between F ab and F c subunits, perturbing the structure of the latter. Therefore, the signal transmission from the AS to the effector sites of F c subunits occurs due to the balance shift between clusterphilic and hydrophobic interactions. This signal may be responsible for complement-binding sites activation and triggering the receptors function on the lymphocyte membranes.
The leftward shift of !A ) B" equilibrium in a number of cavities in the elongated multidomain proteins can lead to the significant decrease of their linear size and dehydration. The mechanism of muscular contraction is probably based on such phenomena and clusterphilic interactions. The clusterphilic interactions means that interaction of the open protein cavity with water cluster is energetically more preferable, than with the same number of molecules after cluster disassembly. 6 For such a nonlinear system the energy is necessary for reorientation of the first couple of domains only. The process then goes on spontaneously with decreasing the averaged protein chemical potential. The chemical potential of the A-conformer is usually lower than that of B-conformer #G % A * G % B $ and the relaxation of protein is accompanied by the leftward A ) B equilibrium shift of cavities, accompanied by decreasing of the averaged protein dimensions.
The The evolution of the ideas of the protein-ligand complex formation proceeded in the following sequence:
1. "Key-lock" or the rigid conformity between the geometry of an active site and that of a ligand (Fisher, 1894);
2. "Hand-glove" or the so-called principle of induced conformity (Koshland, 1962); 3. At the current stage of complex-formation process understanding, the crucial role of protein dynamics gets clearer. Our model allows us to put forward the "Principle of Stabilized Conformity (PSC)" instead that of "induced conformity" in protein-ligand specific reaction (Kaivarainen, 1985) .
Principle of Stabilized Conformity (PSC) means that the geometry of the active site (AS), optimal from energetic and stereochemical conditions, is already existing before reaction with ligand. The optimal geometry of AS is to be the only one selected among the number of others and stabilized by ligand, but not induced "de nova".
The role of water in spatial parameters of proteins
The number of water molecules within the primary librational effectons of water, which could be approximated by a cube, decreases from 280 at (0C) to 3 at (100 C) ( Fig. 2.4 ). It should be noted that at physiological temperatures (35-40 C) such quasiparticles contain nearly 40 water molecules. This number is close to that of water molecules that can be placed in the open interdomain protein cavities judging from X-ray data 5 . Structural domains are space-separated units with a mass of (1-2)%10 !3 D. Protein subunits, as a rule consist of two or more domains. The dimensions of water clusters are close to dimensions of the open interdomain protein cavities judging from X-ray data (Kaivarainen, 1985) . The flickering of these clusters, i.e. their [disassembly ! assembly] due to [lb\tr] conversions in accordance to our model is directly related to the large-scale dynamics of proteins, presented on Fig. 2 
.1).
It is important finding that the linear dimensions of the interdomain water clusters (about 11 Å) in 'open' states of protein cavities at physiological temperature, calculated using our software, are close to common ones for protein domains. Such spatial correlation indicate that the properties of water exerted a strong influence on the biological evolution of macromolecules, namely, their dimensions and allosteric properties due to cooperativity of intersubunit water clusters.
The correlation between dimensions of microtubules (about 10 microns) and wave-length of standing librational IR photons, composing primary electromagnetic deformons in water, points that not only spatial characteristics of biopolymers, but also the cell's dimensions are determined by water properties [1, 2] . Consequently, the calculations, based on our hierarchic theory, give a strong evidence, that water was one of the most important factors in evolution of biopolymers and cells.
The new mechanism of ATP hydrolysis energy utilization in muscle contraction and role of water in cancer also is presented in full paper http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0003093.
Multi-Fractional Model of Interfacial Water Structure. Its Contribution to Morphogenetic Field
Our model of multi-fractional water structure, formed on solid-liquid interface, is based on Hierarchic theory of condensed matter. 3, 6 Classification and description of FOUR interfacial water fractions, in accordance to our Multi-fractional model of interfacial (solid-liquid) water structure:
1. The first fraction is Primary hydration Shell (PS) with maximum energy of interaction with surface. The structure and dynamics of this 1st fraction can differ strongly from those of bulk water. Its thickness: corresponds to 1-3 solvent molecule. In accordance to generally accepted and experimentally proved models of hydration of macromolecules and colloid particles, we assume that PS of strongly bound water molecules, serves like intermediate shell, neutralizing the specific chemical properties of surface (charged, polar, nonpolar, etc.). Such strongly bound water can remain partially untouched even after strong dehydration of samples in vacuum. This 1st fraction of interfacial water serves like a matrix for second fraction -vicinal water shell formation. The properties of vicinal water are independent on specific chemical structure of the surface -from quartz plates, mineral grains and membranes to large macromolecules (Clegg and Drost-Hansen, 1991) . This can be a result of "buffering" effect of primary hydration shell; 8 
The second fraction -vicinal water (VW)
is formed by primary librational [lb] effectonscoherent molecular clusters with properties of mesoscopic Bose-condensate (mBC) with saturated hydrogen bonds and less density than the average one of bulk water. It is a result of [lb] effecton adsorption from the bulk volume on the primary hydration shell (PS). Vicinal water (VW) can be formed in the volume of pores, near the curved and plate interfaces as a result of interaction with strongly surface-bound water of PS.
The decreasing of most probable [lb] thermal momentums of water molecules, especially in direction, normal to the surface of macromolecule or colloid particle as a consequence of interaction with primary shell (PS), should lead to increasing of corresponding edge's length of primary [lb] effectons, forming VW, as compared to the bulk water effectons. This selected immobilization of water molecules change the cube-like shape of effectons of the bulk water to shape of elongated parallelepiped for the effectons of VW. It is a result of increasing of corresponding wave B length of water molecules as a ratio of Plank constant to their most probable momentum.
The increasing of life-time of these enlarged primary [lb] effectons in the (a) state -means the increasing of their stability and concentration in the volume of VW.
As far we assume, that VW is a result of adsorption of primary librational effectons on primary hydration shell and their elongation in direction, normal to surface, we can make some predictions: a) The thickness of VW can be about 30-75 Å, depending on properties of surface (geometry, polarity), temperature, pressure and presence the perturbing solvent structure agents (the linear dimension of primary librational effecton of bulk water at 25 0 C is only about 15 Å); b) The elongation of primary [lb] effectons in direction, normal to the surface, should be resulted in increasing the intensity of librational IR photons superradiation in the same direction; 6 c) The vicinal water (VW) of second interfacial fraction should differ by number of physical parameters from the bulk water.
For example, VW should have: lower density; bigger heat capacity; bigger sound velocity; bigger viscosity; smaller dielectric relaxation frequency, etc. The lower mobility of water molecules of vicinal water is confirmed directly by almost 10 times difference of dielectric relaxation frequency (2%10 9 Hz) as respect to bulk one (19%10 9 Hz). 8 The increasing of temperature should lead to decreasing the vicinal librational effectons dimensions and thickness of VW shell;
3. The third fraction of interfacial water: surface-stimulated Bose-condensate (SS-BC) is represented by 3D network of primary [lb] effectons (mBC) with a thickness of (50-300 Å), stabilized by Josephson contacts. It is a next hierarchical level of interfacial water self-organization, using the second vicinal fraction (VW) as a matrix of nucleation centers for SS-BS. The time of gradual formation of this 3D net of linked to each other coherent clusters (strings of polyeffectons), can be much longer than that of VW and more sensitive to temperature and mechanical perturbations. The second and third fractions of interfacial water can play an important role in biological cells activity regulation;
4. The biggest and most fragile forth fraction of interfacial water is a result of slow orchestration of bulk primary effectons in the volume of primary (electromagnetic) [lb] deformons. The primary deformons appears as a result of superposition of three standing IR librational photons, normal to each other. Corresponding IR photons are radiated by the enlarged primary [lb] effectons of vicinal water and those of SS-BC. The linear dimension of librational IR deformons is about half of librational IR photons wave length, i.e. 5 microns.
This "electromagnetically orchestrated water (EM-OW)" fraction easily can be destroyed not only by temperature increasing, ultrasound and Browning movement, but even by mechanical shaking. The time of spontaneous reassemble of this fraction after destruction has an order of hours and is dependent strongly on temperature, viscosity and dimensions of colloid particles.
Possible role of interfacial water near cell's microfilaments in morphogenetic field formation
In biosystems, like living cells, the IR radiation of second (VW) and third (SS-BC) fractions of interfacial water, orchestrated in the internal core of microtubules (MT) and around MTs and actin filaments, may contribute to "morphogenetic field", revealed by A. Gurwich in form of EM field. Later it was confirmed in different laboratories, that EM radiation is accompanied the cells division and differentiation. The directed IR superradiation of interfacial water in cytoplasm should be dependent on orientation of microtubules and actin filaments. The known non-linear optical effect -"superradiation"
9 is a part of our Hierarchic theory of matter. 3, 5 It is a consequence of water coherent clusters -mesoscopic Bose condensate (mBC) ability to quantum beats between their optic and acoustic modes. Superradiation should be maximum from the ends of microtubules, in accordance with theory of this effect. Superposition of corresponding coherent IR photons can be responsible for formation of primary deformons, stimulating cavitational fluctuations in certain volumes of cytoplasmic water and reversible disassembly of MTs and actin filaments.
In accordance to our Hierarchic model of consciousness, described in next section, the intensity of IR coherent photons superradiation is maximum from the ends of microtubules (MTs). Their superposition leads to formation of hologram like system of primary deformons, responsible for distant cell-cell interaction and regulation of their cytoplasmic dynamics. The structure of microtubules is presented on Fig. 3 .1. Each ") dimer is a dipole with negative charges, shifted towards " subunit. Consequently, microtubules, as an oriented elongated structure of dipoles system, have the piezoelectric properties (Athestaedt, 1974).
Hollow core of MT is has a diameter of 140 Å. All the internal water of MT may represent the 1st, 2nd and 3d fractions of interfacial water, described above. The spatial orientation of two bandles of MTs, containing about 2%25 # 50 MTs is determined by orientation of two centrioles, forming as a rule the right angle (Fig 4.1) . Consequently, the directions of penetration of IR librational photons, superradiated from the ends of MTs, usually fixed on cell's membrane, also have the almost right angle relative orientation. Interception of these coherent IR photons with those, superradiated by other cells leads to formation of 3D standing waves, i.e. IR primary [lb] deformons with linear dimension of 5 microns ( 1/2 [lb] photon wave-length).
Distribution of density of inorganic ions, especially bivalent like Ca 2$ , and probability of their fluctuations, affecting the water activity, should be regulated by anisotropy of the electric field tension in the volume of 3D electromagnetic standing waves. We suppose, that the corresponding spatial distribution of water activity (a H 2 O $ plays the important modulation role in proteins dynamics/function and dynamic equilibrium of [assembly ! disassembly] of microtubules and actin filaments, responsible for cell's shape.
The process of cavitational fluctuations 'collapsing' with frequency of superdeformons excitation (~10 4 Hz$ is accompanied by high-frequency (UV and visible) "biophotons" radiation due to recombination of dissociated to hydroxyl and proton water molecules. These biophotons may be responsible for short range morphogenetic field in contrast to coherent IR photons, standing for long-range morphogenetic field.
This could be one of the possible mechanism of morphogenetic field action. The another component of morphogenetic field may be related with superposition of virtual replicas (VR) of DNA, microtubules, actin filaments, responsible for cells 3D structure. The notion of VR leads from our Unified model of Bivacuum and wave -corpuscle duality, as base for quantum entalgement, discussed in section 5 of this paper.
Hierarchic Model of Consciousness: From Molecular Bose Condensation to Synaptic Reorganization
Our Hierarchic Model of Consciousness (HMC) 10, 11 is based on Hierarchic Theory of Matter, developed by the author. 3, 5 The idea of Karl Pribram of his book: 'Languages of the Brain' (1977) of holographic principles of memory and braining is very popular in quantum models of consciousness. Our model also supports this general idea and try to transform it in concrete shape. The code way of keeping information in the form of the effectons and deformons as 3D standing waves (de Broglie waves, electromagnetic, acoustic and vibro-gravitational), generated by microtubules, containing water in state of mesoscopic Bose condensation (mBC) -looks very effective and may be used in quantum computer technology 10 . Hameroff and Penrose 12, 13 proposed the "orchestrated objective reduction (Orch OR)" model of quantum computation in microtubules (MT) of brain. They suppose, that quantum nonlocal interaction between huge number of MT may provide coherency of their thermal dynamics. Based on principle of uncertainty in coherent form it was calculated, that if the difference in volume of alternative states of very big number (10 9 $ of dynamically coherent tubulin dimers (")$ is about 10% during 0.5 s (arbitrary assumption), the quantum gravity induced self-collapse to one quantum state may occur.
The idea of Penrose and Hameroff about quantum gravity induced self-collapse of MT system is compatible with our model, if we assume, that collapse is resulted from change of mass of fraction of mBC of water molecules in hollow core of microtubules, triggered by membranes depolarization. The mBC H 2 O of water and mBC MT of microtubules may form the unified [waterprotein] coherent quantum domains with dimensions of few nanometers, which may be regulated by (")$ dimers conformation and dynamics.
Properties of Actin Filaments, Microtubules and Internal Water
The actin filaments are composed from two chains of G-actin, forming double helix with diameter of 40 Å. The actin filaments are the polar structure with different properties of two ends. Disassembly of actin and (gel " sol) transition is dependent strongly on water activity and energy of thermal fluctuation. Polymerization of actin do not needs energy. Simple increasing of salt concentration (decreasing of water activity), approximately till to physiological one -induce polymerization and strong increasing of viscosity in cytoplasm.
Microtubules sometimes can be as long as axons of nerve cells, i.e. tenth of centimeters long. Microtubules (MT) in axons are usually parallel and are arranged in bundles. Microtubules associated proteins (MAP) form a "bridges", linking MT and are responsible for their interaction and cooperative system formation. Brain contains a big amount of microtubules. Their most probable length is about 10 Results of our computer simulations for pure bulk water shows, that the distance between centers of primary [lb] effectons, approximated by cube exceed their linear dimension to about 3.5 times (Fig 4.2b) . For our case of interfacial water in MTs, when the librational effecton's edge can be about 23 Åat physiological temperature, it means that the average distance between the effectons centers is about: d # l ef lb % 3. 5 # 23 % 3. 5 ( 80Å. This corresponds well to equidistant (80 Å) spacing between clefts of #")$ dimers in the internal core of MT. Such a regular spatial distribution of the internal flickering water clusters in MT is an important factor for realization of the [optoacoustic -conformational] signal propagation along the MT, accompanied by correlated radiation/absorption of librational (~700 cm At the "rest" state the resulting concentration of internal anions of neurons is bigger than that of external ones, providing the difference of potentials equal to 50-100 mV. As far the thickness of membrane is only about 50Å, it means that the gradient of electric tension is about: 100. 000 V/sm i.e. it is extremely high. It is changing strongly in the process of reversible depolarization of membranes.
The [gel-sol] transition, induced by cavitational fluctuations of water in cytoplasm (superdeformons) and MTs disassembly, can be accompanied by coherent "biophotons" emission/absorption in the ultraviolet (UV) and visible range. Such radiation is possible due to water molecules [dissociation ! recombination] in a course of cavitational fluctuations. These high-frequency coherent photons exchange, like the IR photons and nerve impulses may be responsible for synchronized firing of distant neuron ensembles in head brain. 14 The firing is a complex nonlinear process. Its characteristic time of about 1/50 of second (20ms) is much longer than pure quantum phenomena in MTs.
One of the important consequence of our HMC is that interactions of distant neurons in head brain can be realized not only by means of nerve impulse propagation via axons. Simultaneous neurons excitation may be accompanied also by resonant photon exchange between MT of the 'tuned' distant neurons. 
Stages of Hierarchic Model of Consciousness
In accordance with our HMC, the sequence of following interrelated stages is necessary for elementary act of perception and memory (see Fig.2 ), resulted from simultaneous excitation and depolarization of big enough number of neurons, forming cooperative ensemble:
1 Corresponding decreasing the water activity in cytoplasm -increases strongly the passive osmotic diffusion of water from the external volume to the cell; 7. As a consequence of previous stage, a jump-way increasing of the nerve cell body volume (pulsation), accompanied by disrupting the ($) ends of MTs with cytoplasmic membranes occur. This stage makes it possible for MTs to change their orientation inside neuron's body; 8. Spatial "tuning" -collective reorientation of MTs of simultaneously excited neurons to geometry, corresponding to minimum potential energy of distant (but not nonlocal) electromagnetic and vibro-gravitational interaction between MTs and centrioles twisting; 9. Decreasing the concentration of Ca 2$ to the critical one, when disassembly of actin filaments is stopped and [gel ! sol] equilibrium shifts to the left again, stabilizing the new MTs system spatial configuration and corresponding nerve cell body volume and geometry. This new geometry of nerve cells after fixation of ($) ends of MTs back to plasmatic membranedetermine the new distribution of ionic channels activity and reorganization of synaptic contacts in all excited ensemble of neurons after relaxation, i.e. short-term and long-term memory.
This cyclic consequence (hierarchy) of quantum mechanical, physicochemical and classical nonlinear events can be considered as elementary acts of memorizing and consciousness. The total period of listed above stages can be as long as 500 ms, i.e. half of second.
The resonance wave number of excitation of superdeformons, leading from our model, is equal to 1200 #1/cm$. The experiments of Albrecht-Buehler 15, 16 revealed that just around this frequency the response of surface extensions of 3T3 cells to weak IR irradiation is maximum. Our model predicts that IR irradiation of microtubules system in vitro with this frequency will dramatically increase the probability of microtubules catastrophes. It's one of the way to verify our model experimentally. Except superradiance, two other known cooperative optic effects could be involved in supercatastrophe realization: self-induced bistability and pike regime of IR photons radiation. Self-induced bistability is light-induced phase transition. It could be related to nonlinear shift of !a ) b" equilibrium of primary librational water effectons in MT to the right, as a result of saturation of IR (lb)-photons absorption. As far the molecular polarizability and dipole moments in (a) and (b) states of the primary effectons -differs, such shifts of !a ) b" equilibrium should be accompanied by periodic jumps of dielectric permeability and stability of coherent water clusters. These shifts may be responsible for the pike regime of librational IR photons absorption and radiation. As far the stability of b-states of lb effectons is less than that of a-states, the characteristic frequency of pike regime can be correlated with frequency of MTssupercatastrophe activation.
The Brownian effects, which influence reorientation of MTs system and probability of cavitational fluctuations, stimulating [gel -sol] transition in elementary act of consciousnessrepresent in our model the non-computational element of consciousness. Other models relate this element to wave function collapsing.
The entropy-driven information processing
It leads from our HMC that changes of system of electromagnetic, acoustic and vibro-gravitational 3D standing waves in the ensemble of nerve cells, produced by the internal water of MTs in a process of braining -may change the properties of this water in a course of MT system reorientation and 'tuning'.
This process induces redistribution of probabilities of different water excitations in huge number of microtubules. It means corresponding change of informational entropy *I+:
10,11
where: P i is a probability of the (i) state with energy #E i $, defined as:
For total system the relation between entropy (S) and information (I) is:
where statistical weight of macro system is:
the total number of internal water molecules in macrosystem of interacting MT is:
[q" is number of non degenerated states of 24 quasiparticles of the internal water in MTs.
The reduced information of condensed matter (Kaivarainen, 2000d) to the number of molecules (n i $ in each kind of excitations:
-gives characteristic not only of quantity (I) but also about the quality of the information (Iq) for each collective excitation and their sum:
where N 0 and V 0 are the Avogadro number and molar volume; n i is a concentration of excitation of (i)-type.
The distant energy exchange between MT, accompanied by the change of P i for different excitations can be considered as an informational exchange between nerve cells. It is related to change of fractions of water excitations in system of interacting MTs.
Audio/Video Signals Skin Transmitter, based on HMC
We propose the idea of new device, where the laser beam with energy of cavitational fluctuations activation, corresponding to wave number 1200 #1/cm$, and ultraweak intensity will be modulated by acoustic and/or video signals. The modulated output optic signals will be transmitted from laser to the nerve nodes of skin, using wave-guides. It is supposed that the nerve impulses, stimulated by modulated laser beam, can propagate via complex axon-synapse system to brain centers, responsible for perception and processing of audio and video information. The long-term memorizing process also can be stimulated effectively by Skin Transmitter, as far it should increase the number of reorganized synaptic contacts.
The direct and feedback reaction between brain centers, responsible for audio and video information processing and certain nerve nodes on skin, like acupuncture points, is predictable.
There are another resonant EM frequencies also, different from cavitational ones, for example the macroconvertons frequency, enable to stimulate big fluctuations of water in MTs and their disassembly. Verification of these important consequences of our model and elaboration of Audio/Video Signals Skin -Transmitter is the intriguing task of future. The practical realization of Audio/Video Signals Skin Transmitter will be a good additional evidence in proof of HMC and useful for lot of people with corresponding diseases.
The selective cancer cells degenerator, based on different probability of water cavitational fluctuation stimulation in cytoplasm of normal and cancer cells, has been also proposed. The full paper on this subject is on-line http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0003045).
Unified Model of Bivacuum, Matter & Fields, as a Background for Quantum Psi Phenomena
The coherent physical theory of psi-phenomena is absent yet due to its high complexity and multilateral character. It is clear also, that such Quantum-Psi theory should be based on new physical paradigm. The original mechanism of Bivacuum mediated Mind-Matter and Mind-Mind interaction, proposed in this paper, is based on the following stages of our long term efforts The existence of different 3D structures of virtual autowaves, formed by VPW 2 , modulated by external EM, gravitational fields and matter dynamics, are also the important feature of secondary Bivacuum. The notion of Virtual Replica (VR) of condensed matter is introduced, 17 as a multidimensional standing VPW 2 , forming of autowaves in Bivacuum under the influence of hierarchy of matter dynamics. 
Conservation Rules for sub-Elementary Particles, as a Mass, Magnetic and Electric Dipoles of Bivacuum
The resulting internal momentum of sub-elementary fermion squared (P 0
$ is permanent and equal to Compton's one:
where the permanent resulting radius of sub-elementary particle, as a [vortex $ rotor] dipole is equal to Compton vorticity radius, determined by particle's rest mass (m 0 $:
where for each sub-elementary particle, the radius of actual vortex is L 
we get for the ratio of cross section of the actual vortex [S 
where: e $ and e ! are the internal electric charges of actual vortex and complementary rotor, correspondingly; |e| is a module of the resulting charge of the electron or positron. 
5.12a
The resulting magnetic moments of sub-elementary fermion/antifermion (" F 2 $, equal to the Bohr's magneton (" B $, we get as the average of its actual |" $ | and complementary |" ! | components:
where: |e| 2 # |e $ e ! | For the other hand, the well known formula for the normal spin magnetic moment of the electron is: 
On the distance r ++ L 0 # -m 0 c , the electric and magnetic dipole radiations, emitted in a course of in-phase [C ! W" pulsation of sub-elementary particles or antiparticles should be equal, in accordance with existing theory of dipole radiation. where actual (inertial) and complementary (inertialess) mass have the opposite relativist dependence on the external group velocity:
The Actual & Complementary Mass and Charge Compensation Principles. Extension of the Einstein's and Dirac's formalism for free relativistic particles
5.19
5.19a
From the ratio of (5.19a) to (5.19), we have:
The eqs. 5.19 and 5.19a a can be transformed to following shape: 
5.22a
The positive actual and negative complementary internal negative charges: [e $ " and [i 2 e ! ", correspond to vortex and rotor of sub-elementary fermions. 
One can see, that the rest mass squared (2.7) and resulting charge squared (2.11a) are not dependent on the external group velocity (v$, i.e. they are relativist invariants.
Duality, as a Result of Quantum Beats Between the Actual and Complementary States of sub-Elementary Particles
Duality of elementary particles and antiparticles in accordance to
where : where:
-the rotational (spin) contribution to energy is: -the translational contribution to the total energy of particle:
is subdivided to longitudinal (+$ and transversal (,$ ones, as respect to particle external momentum; v +tr is a longitudinal group velocity of particle's vibrations; v ,tr is a transversal group velocity of particle's vibrations; It is important to note, that:
5.27
The set of these expressions, in fact, unify the extended special theory of relativity with quantum mechanics, elucidating the fundamental root of quantum physics: corpuscle -wave duality of particles.
Our dynamic presentation of duality explains also the elementary particles, as the permanent sources of electromagnetic and gravitational energy. Such a 'perpetual mobile' properties of particles, as a mass, electric and magnetic dipoles, are the result of permanent energy redistribution between the negative and positive vacuums of the asymmetric secondary Bivacuum in a course of dipoles !C ! W" pulsation.
New Compensation principle of Bivacuum symmetry shifts, as a new explanation of fields, generated by matter
The law of energy conservation keeps the total energy of [secondary Bivacuum $ energy of elementary particles] unchanged and equal to zero. The new compensation principle of Bivacuum symmetry shifts, induced by matter and fields, is a consequence of energy conservation. It can be presented in a following shape:
5.28a
5.29b
where: N is a finite number of elementary particles in closed system under consideration; k # . is the infinitive number of asymmetric Bivacuum fermions or antifermions;
The Bivacuum dipoles equilibrium constants we introduce as:
The local asymmetry, induced by the rest mass, generated by rotation, may be compensated by shift of dynamic equilibrium of #BVF 
!
" compensate each other and do not influence resulting momentum of triplets. We assume, that the longitudinal (z) and transverse (x) translational vibrations of triplets occur in directions, normal to each other and coinciding with electric !E" and magnetic [H" components of the Pointing vector, correspondingly:
The virtual photons emission, responsible for virtual Pointing vector, is in accordance with known mechanism of the electric and magnetic dipole radiation, accompanied the electric and magnetic charges acceleration in a course of !C ! W" pulsation of the unpaired sub-elementary particle The part (5.28a) represents the sum of three contributions of localized Bivacuum dipoles symmetry shift, induced by rotation (spinning) and two kinds of translational vibrations responsible for electromagnetic and gravitational potentials. The rotational energy contribution, responsible for mass of rest (m 0 $ and charge (e 0 $ origination, satisfies the Golden mean conditions, due to resonant exchange interaction of each lepton generation (i # e, *, '$ with Bivacuum virtual pressure waves (VPW 2 ):
where the resulting internal charge from 5.22a is equal to: e # |e $ e ! | The rotational contribution, which create spin field, can be presented for corpuscular [C] and wave [W] phase, as follows (http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0207027): 
5.33a
where: v res is the resulting rotational-translational velocity of sub-elementary fermion; v +tr -# zc is a velocity of longitudinal translational zero-point vibrations; z # #"-$ 1/2 is a longitudinal zero-point factor; " # e 2 /-c is the electromagnetic fine structure constant; 
5.34a
where: v res is the resulting rotational-translational velocity of sub-elementary fermion; v ,tr # xc is a velocity of transversal translational zero-point vibrations, responsible for gravitation; x # #)-$ 1/2 is a transversal zero-point factor. At the conditions of Golden mean, |m C $ ! m C ! | -# m 0, the curvature, corresponding to spinning (rotation) of sub-elementary particles, turns to that, equal to Compton radius:
It follows from our theory, that shift of symmetry between properties of rotors #V 
In turn, this means that condition of infinitive virtual Bose condensation (VirBC), pertinent for primordial Bivacuum, is violated (Kaivarainen, http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0207027) 17 and nonlocality remains possible only in domains of secondary Bivacuum with radius, determined by (5.35a).
The curvature of Bivacuum, corresponding to symmetry shift, related to longitudinal zero-point vibrations of elementary particles, which determines the electric potential, can be find from:
The corresponding to electric potential space curvature at Golden mean conditions
From (5.37) we can see, that the curvature radius, corresponding to EM potential of particle exceeds its Compton radius to about 137 times:
In similar way, the curvature of Bivacuum, related to transversal zero-point vibrations of elementary particles, which determines radius of gravitational domains of nonlocality:
The gravitational curvature radius of Bivacuum symmetry compensation exceeds the Compton radius of the electron to 10 45 times:
5.41
The electromagnetic and gravitational interaction energy between two particles (1) and (2) can be presented as the square root of product of particles corresponding potentials:
5.42
5.42a
Neutrino and Antineutrino in Unified Model
We put forward a conjecture, that the quantized kinetic energy of neutrino and antineutrino of three lepton generation, as a stable Bivacuum symmetry excitation, are related to the rest mass of corresponding generations of the electron and positron (2m 0 e,*,' $ in following manner:
where #2m 0 e,*,' $ are the rest mass of [e, *, '" generations of electrons and positrons; ) e,*,' # #m 0 e,*,' /M Pl $ 2 is a gravitational fine structure constants, introduced in our theory of gravitation; 2&#m V e,*,' $c 
It is known,that neutrinos (% e ; % * ; % ' $ always originates in pairs with antielectrons (e $ ; * $ ; ' $ $ and antineutrinos ( ) % e ; ) % * ; ) % ' $ in pairs with leptons (e ! ; * ! ; ' ! $. Neutrino and antineutrino may be considered, as collective excitations of huge domains of Bivacuum in state of virtual Bose condensation (VirBC). The characteristic radius of such excited state, characterizing the neutrino curvature is equal to:
Obviously the neutrino/antineutrino directly participate in gravitational interaction/repulsion. The energy of such interaction should be dependent on density energy of neutrino and its generation.
Harmonization energy and force of Bivacuum, as background of Principle of least action
It is shown, that Principle of least action is a consequence of introduced in UM "Harmonization energy (HaE)" of asymmetric Bivacuum, driving the matter to Golden Mean conditions and responsible for its evolution on all hierarchic levels (Kaivarainen, 2002) . We introduce the Harmonization energy (HaE) i of Bivacuum, acting on three generations (i # e, *, '$ of elementary particles of matter, as a difference between their total energy and the basic energy of virtual pressure waves of Bivacuum (VPW
Taking into account the expressions for total energy of elementary particle, eq.(5.44) can be transformed (see 5.24-5.24c and 5.33-5.34) to:
5.45a
5.45b
5.45c
The directed influence of Bivacuum Harmonization Energy on frequency of [C ! W" pulsation and other kind of dynamics of elementary particles, atoms and molecules -could be a physical background of Principle of Least Action. The Action in Lagrange form for any elementary particle, taking into account (5.44 and 5,45a) can be presented as:
The Principle of least action, demanding that variation of action should be minimum:
or, using (5.45) we come to:
This formula interrelates the pace of time for free particle or closed system of leptons of three generations (i # e, *, '$ with pace of kinetic energy contributions changes, irresponsible electromagnetic and gravitational potentials of these particles.
In general logarithmic form the formula for Superunification (5.48) turns to:
If we consider the system of N interacting particles at the permanent time period (t # T # 1/% # const$, when .t # .T # 0, then the principle of least action for such system, leading from (5.47 and 5.45), can be presented as:
Except Harmonization energy of Bivacuum (HaE -5.45a), we may introduce also the Harmonization force of Bivacuum, acting on internal and external dynamics of elementary particles and atoms, like:
where the wave length of most probable Virtual Pressure Waves (VPW $ and VPW ! $, corresponding to transition states between j and k sublevels of positive and negative energy of double cells, forming Bivacuum, are:
is the sum of electromagnetic and gravitational potentials of particle, interacting with Bivacuum.
In real case of secondary asymmetrical Bivacuum:
Corresponding difference between HaF of positive and negative realms of Bivacuum (&F HaF $ can be a source of superfluous action of Bivacuum on matter:
This uncompensated force of Bivacuum (&F HaF $ may participate, for example, in mechanism of 'free energy' machines and Mind-Matter and Mind-Mind interactions:
We can see from (5.49d), that the excessive Harmonization force can be enhanced in few ways:
, for example, by stronger shifting of Bivacuum symmetry, using magnetic, electrostatic fields or additional gravitational potential;
2) increasing the kinetic energies of elementary particles, for example by heating or accelerating them in electric, magnetic or gravitational fields.
It leads from theory of autooscillations of nonlinear systems with many degrees of freedom, that the combinational resonance may take a place not only at the equality of frequency of Bivacuum virtual pressure waves (,
,
but also at following combinations of Bivacuum (, VPW 2 i $ and the matter frequencies: 
Possible mechanism of quantum entalgement
Let us analyze the possible mechanism of quantum entalgement in the framework of our Unified model. If we apply the principle of least action in form of (5.49a) to interaction of sender [S] and receiver [R] , the N interacting particles of these two subsystems can be subdivided as:
For this case (5.49a) represents a sum of two opposite by sign contributions: 
5.54
Formula (5.53a) can be transformed to more general form: 
5.57
The equilibrium constants of secondary Bivacuum, related to fields, generated by particles (5.56 and 5.57) have the reverse dependence with those, generated by antiparticles:
5.58
In addition to described above processes, the isotropically distributed cosmic and secondary atmospheric neutrino, propagating throw each cell of sender [S] and receiver [R] from both sides, may participate in formation of Psi-field. In fact, in accordance to our approach, neutrino is a private case of BvSO, corresponding to Golden mean conditions (see section 5. . The probability of quantum entalgement between macroscopic (S) and (R) can be described by modified formula for probability quantum entalgement between elementary particles (Kaivarainen, 2002) , taking into account modulation of frequency of [C ! W" pulsation of particles and that of VPW 2 of Bivacuum by translations and librations of molecules in condensed matter, representing (S) and (R):
where: !, VPW 2 #S$" and !, VPW 2 #R$" are the frequencies of Virtual Pressure Waves [VPW 2 " of (S) and (R), forming Virtual Replica (VR); / is damping coefficient due to thermal fluctuations ; #M C $ $ R is the actual mass of (R). The frequencies of 3D virtual pressure waves (VPW 2 ), forming VR S,R of condensed matter of (S) and (R) are the result of following combinations, taking into account frequencies of molecular librations (6 lb $ and translations (6 tr $:
The anisotropic Harmonization force of Bivacuum: !FHaF " 1,2,3 have the same meanings, as in (5.49b).
The mechanism of energy exchange between Virtual Replicas of 'sender' and 'receiver' is dependent on the resulting virtual energy density shift of bivacuum, i.e. on difference of virtual energy density between 'positive' and 'negative' energetic realms of Bivacuum and anisotropy of its properties:
5.63
This difference can be enhanced by magnetic and gravitational fields, related to BvSO x,y,z .
The mechanism informational exchange between VR S and VR R is dependent on the absolute values of virtual density energy of virtual particles and antiparticles and their sum:
This sum can be enhanced and modulated by electromagnetic fields. This factor, in contrast to the first one, is not related with momentum -energy transmission, if &7 2 remains unchanged. The overlapping of VR S and VR R , as a result of Psi-field action, may be responsible for charge screening effects in matter, which displays themselves in the spectral Lamb shift and changing the atomic and molecular polarization, leading in turn, to change of Van der Waals interactions in condensed matter. Another possible experimental approach to detect bivacuum perturbation, related to Mind activity, is the precise measurement of Casimir effect (Lamoreaux, 1997; Mohideen and Roy, 1998), very sensitive to vacuum virtual pressure. The value and sign of Casimir effect is determined by difference between the external as respect to conducting surfaces and internal effective virtual pressure.
This kind of [S$R] interaction can be modulated by selected vibrations of molecules of [S] . It means possibility of modulation of bivacuum permittivity (7 0 $ and permeability
, affecting all kinds of electromagnetic intra-and inter-molecular interactions in (R).
It is obvious that parameters of VR S of Mind/Brain in form of multidimensional quantum hologram (QH S ), formed by superposition of VPW BV 2 of Bivacuum and those, generated by matter VPW M 2 is much more variable (for example, dependent on intention) than VR of regular condensed Matter. The parameters of VR S are dependent of human will, meditation and are more adjustable for maximum effect of Mind-Matter interaction. However, the physical principles of Matter-Matter and Mind-Matter interaction, as well as of Mind-Mind interaction (telepathy) are the same -macroscopic quantum entalgement, describe above.
The presented above new ideas of fundamentals of physics can be used for explanation of quantum entalgement between macroscopic systems, including Psi phenomena.
Possible mechanism of Bivacuum mediated Psi phenomena
In accordance to our Unified model (UM) Virtual Replica (VR) of any condensed matter, including living organism, is a result of superposition of standing virtual pressure waves (VPW Bv The deviation of virtual replica (VR) from "Virtual Noise" of Bivacuum is dependent on the scale of coherent molecular/atomic excitations in the volume of matter, which define the amplitude of VR. The proximity of characteristic frequency of VR to fundamental Golden mean frequency of Bivacuum (fundamental BvO) determines the effectiveness of resonant matter-bivacuum energy exchange.
Influence of the VR of sender (S) on VR of receiver (R) is supposed to occur in such a way, that it change polarizability of molecules of (R), their Van der Waals interactions and, consequently, probability of thermal fluctuations of molecules. In general case such influence is anisotropic, i.e. spatially asymmetric.
The change of molecular and atomic polarizability may be resulted from idea of Puthoff, Little, Ibison (2000) , that the change of vacuum dielectric constant (2 &K) could be accompanied by change of vacuum permittivity (2&7 0 $ and vacuum permeability (2&* 0 $. 
EM
$ potentials, may influence (7 0 $ and (* 0 $, as it influence on difference of virtual particles and virtual antiparticles creation. The possibility of exchange between (R) and (S) by VR R and VR S , means unification of S and R in one system. It could be considered as a macroscopic quantum entalgement.
The important role in Bivacuum mediated Mind-Matter and Mind-Mind interaction, plays the coherent fraction of water in microtubules of neurons in state of mesoscopic molecular Bose condensate (mBC) . This fraction of mBC is a variable parameter, dependent on structural state of microtubules and number of simultaneous elementary acts of consciousness 
Explanation of genetic information exchange between distant cells and different organisms
The virtual replica (VR DNA It leads from our model, that the synchronization of the interacting chromosomes dynamics by coherent photons of certain frequency and polarization, should enhance the effect of quantum entalgement and interaction of their (VR S and VR R ), because of induced combinational resonance.
Synchronization and spatial polarization of modulated by BvSO !C ! W" pulsation of elementary particles of chromosomes of organisms-senders (S) and organisms -receivers (R) can be provided by polarized electromagnetic waves with length, determined by dimensions of interacting organisms and distance between them, i.e. the order of meters for animals and human beings. These conditions points to radio-frequency of EM waves, carrying such function. $ s !1 . This effect is explainable in the framework of our Hierarchic theory of condensed matter , as a consequence of stimulated by laser photons transitions (fluctuations) of atoms in composition of nucleosomes, accompanied by so-called convertons, macrodeformons and superdeformons, accompanied by EM-waves of (kHz -MHz) radio frequency (Kaivarainen, 2000a) . This device, like that of Dzang Kangeng, is shown to be able to transfer the genetic information between different organisms. This information may be related not only to gene-controlled biosyntesis, but also to generation of still mysterious morphogenetic field, responsible for spatial organization of the cells in organs and organs in organisms.
The spontaneous radiation of coherent 'biophotons' by DNA of wide frequency range has been revealed earlier by Gurvich (1977) and Popp (2000) . Corresponding visible photons also may be converted in radio waves, as described above, even without external source of EM energy, like used in Gariaev's experiments.
I put forward a conjecture, that the interaction between cells of the same eucaryotic organisms may be responsible for self-reparation/regeneration of the damaged cells. In this case two orthogonally-polarized electromagnetic beams may be radiated by microtubules of two orthogonal centrioles. The frequency, intensity and polarization of these two beams could be modulated by VR and radiation of DNA of the same cells as microtubules. It is assumed, that radiation and VR of 'healthy' cells influence the structure of damaged DNA of other cells and activate corresponding enzymes, repairing due to such specific distant way the damaged DNA structure and finally the cells function.
The experimental facts, pointing to possibility of genetic information exchange between different cells of the same organisms and even different organisms by means of polarized EM waves, stimulating macroscopic quantum entanglement, may change our conventional paradigm of genetics and biological evolution drastically.
The examples of Psi -field interaction with physical fields, matter and remote biosystems
The following examples, collected by Savva [18] of how the Psi -field, generated by gifted 'Sender' [S] can interfere with other physical fields and biological and nonbiological targets.
8 Interference with weak (internuclear) forces: -speeding up and slowing down the rate of americium 241Am nuclear decay; 8 Interference with electromagnetic fields: -rotation of the plane of polarization of a polarized laser beam by 30 o and 7°; -induction of a temporary peak in the Raman spectrum of tap water at 2200 cm !1 ; -temporary changes in the microstructure of water as observed through scattering of laser beam (( # 632.8 nm) at various angles; -deviation of the electrical resistance of a thermoresistor; -increase of adsorption and dispersion of a monochromatic laser radiation (( # 10.6 mm and 4 mm) by air, nitrogen and carbon dioxide; -deviation of UV adsorption spectra of DNA water solution in the area of 220-280 nm three independent observations; -induction of a periodic electrical signal from a piezoelectric sensor; -induction of a pulse magnetic field (100nT and up to 27x106 nT), accompanied by rotation of a compasses needle;
0 Interference with gravitation field: -moving the plate of an encased precise analytical balance equivalent to 100 mg force; 0 Interference with performance of man-made devices: -predetermined deviation from randomness with high probability of various random number generators has been revealed in Princeton group; -increase of the concentration of dislocations (missing atoms in microcrystalline structure) in "metal bending" experiments with local increase of surface hardness.
These observations along with the well registered phenomena of remote viewing and precognition by Hal Puthoff and Rassel Targ at Stanford Research Institute 19 , confirmed in other laboratories, are quite enough to believe, that different manifestations of Quantum Psi phenomena are really existing.
Fredericks and Bendorf revealed the unidentified tracks of developed silver in photographic emulsions, exposed for few minutes to human fingerprints even with dielectric isolator. Some features of these tracks and their strong dependence on magnetic field point to tachyon (superluminal) properties of track -induced particles.
Water treated with a magnetic field has proven equal to, if not better than, intent-imprinted water at stimulating plant growth. The IR absorption spectra of water, its surface tension and crystallization patterns are similar for both types of water treatment. 20 The significantly higher (up to 105nT) magnetic signals during Qi emission from hands of qigong practitioners as compared to the controls were revealed (Lin & Chen, 2001).
Marcel Vogel 21 did pioneering research into the therapeutic applications of specially-cut quartz crystals and their effect on water. He claimed that these crystals could amplify the user's mental vibrations like a laser, creating a coherent field of energy that could act as a "carrier wave of information". He demonstrated that by circulating water around an intent-charged crystal he could generate measurable changes in the water, such as a decrease in surface tension, increased conductivity, a significant drop in the freezing point (as low as -30 degrees), bidirectional alterations in the pH up to 3 points, the appearance of two new bands in the IR and UV absorption spectrum, etc. Boiling of water after treatment shows no changes in the UV spectrum, so one can conclude that a permanent chemical change has taken place. Douglas Dean and Edward Brame found that healer treated water demonstrated changes with both IR spectrophotometry (indicating altered hydrogen bonding) and specific peaks with UV spectrophotometry. The half-life for these effects lasted from tree days to as long as three years, in partially emptied bottles.
Among studies are those, that established interactions of gifted Psi field operators with enzymes and cells (including malignant cells) in vitro and in vivo, fungi/yeasts, bacteria, single-cell organisms, animals and humans. It is shown that the Psi-field as the carrier of the biological information cannot be significantly blocked by any physical screening, that the effect does not depend on the distance. It seems to be non-isotropic, i.e. spatially directed.
Lian Sidorov 21, 22 has presented excellent review of data, pointing to biological/biochemical aspects of Psi -field action, including remote healing. There are two classes of distant healing: the target is found by the healer on the basis of a name, location, birth date, etc. (in remote viewing language, this would amount to a "coordinate"); and an adjunct (an object previously treated by the healer, such as water, cloth, a crystal, etc.) is used by the patient with or without the healer's knowledge.
In a 1991 Chien & al. report that they found the following biochemical effects when studying the influence of a qigong master's "facilitating" Psi-field on a culture of human fibroblasts: a 1.8% increase in cell growth rate in 24 hrs, 10-15% increase in DNA synthesis and 3-5% increase in cell protein synthesis in a 2 hr period. When the master emitted "inhibiting" Psi-field, the cell growth decreased by 6%, while DNA and protein synthesis decreased by 20-23%, respectively 35-48%. Chinese researchers have also shown that external Psi-field can increase blood plasma cAMP (Lin and Chen).
Intent-modulated emission of biophotons from the hands of qigong practitioners is a well-known phenomenon that has often been reported in the scientific literature. Eugene Wallace reported measuring up to 100 time stronger emissions from the hands of gifted persons compared to controls. A study by Nakamura & al. 23 reports an increase in subject's hand biophotons intensity associated with a drop in skin surface temperature during qigong practice.
Physical signal detectors have measured a variety of energy fluctuations in the vicinity of practitioners. In their review, Lin and Chen report 80% frequency modifications in the far infrared radiation detected 50 cm from the palm of a qigong practitioner.
It Numerous studies have demonstrated (Targ & Katra, 1998) that size of the target (down to 1 mm square) and distance between sender [S] and target (up to 10,000 miles) do not appear to significantly impair signal perception. The electromagnetic shielding by Faraday cage or sea water does not negatively impact remote viewing ability. The fundamental quantum phenomena, related to vacuum -matter interaction, should be involved in these processes.
Conclusion
Our Unified Model (UM) suggest, that each kind of field, radiated by particle or system of coherent particles, is a consequence of corresponding kind of their dynamics.
The We introduce the notion of nonlocal Global Virtual Replica (GVR), as superposition of all material replicas of the Universe, including living organisms. The especially gifted persons, using their own VR, are able to perform the selective 'search' of GVR.
The possible subtle influence of human's cumulative VR in some special states on the Global VR (GVR) in bifurcation points of GVR self-organization, means possibility of the active role of human's consciousness in evolution of the Universe. The possibility of GVR to self-organization is a consequence of nonequilibrium active medium of Bivacuum, composed from double cellsdipoles, the active elements. Unification of the evolution of humans and animals consciousness (including their brains and bodies) with evolution of Bivacuum, as interrelated sub-systems of the Universe, is in accordance with ideas of von Neumann (1932) and Stapp (2001) .
